Heterogeneity in expression of functional ionotropic glutamate and GABA receptors in astrocytes across brain regions: insights from the thalamus
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Astrocytes may express ionotropic glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors, which allow them to sense and to respond to neuronal activity. However, so far the properties of astrocytes have been studied only in a few brain regions. Here, we provide the first detailed receptor analysis of astrocytes in the murine ventrobasal thalamus and compare the properties with those in other regions. To improve voltage-clamp control and avoid indirect effects during drug applications, freshly isolated astrocytes were employed. Two sub-populations of astrocytes were found, expressing or lacking a-amin-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors. AMPA receptor-bearing astrocytes displayed a lower Kir current density than cells lacking the receptors. In contrast, all cells expressed GABAA receptors. Single-cell RT-PCR was employed to identify the receptor subunits in thalamic astrocytes. Our findings add to the emerging evidence of functional heterogeneity of astrocytes, the impact of which still remains to be defined.

1. Introduction

Early studies in cell culture suggested that astrocytes comprise a relatively uniform cell population. However, more recent work performed in acute brain slices or with freshly isolated cells indicates that astrocyte morphology and physiology varies within and between different regions of the central nervous system (CNS) [1,2]. Most of our current knowledge about astrocyte function has been derived from studying only a few brain areas, such as the neocortex, hippocampus, cerebellum and optic nerve. The thalamus, an important relay station for sensory information in the CNS, is one of those regions in which the properties of astrocytes remain largely unexplored. Here, we give an overview of the expression of functional ionotropic glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors by astrocytes across brain regions and compare their properties with those that we have observed in the thalamus.

2. Heterogeneity in the expression of astrocytic AMPA receptors

Patch-clamp analyses from several laboratories have proved the presence of a-amin-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors in astrocytes of the cerebellum, neocortex and brain stem. In Bergmann glial cells, the inwardly rectifying current/voltage (I/V) relationship indicated the presence of Ca2+-permeable AMPA receptors, which was confirmed with Ca2+ imaging [3]. The Ca2+ elevations activated by kainate, an agonist at AMPA/kainate receptors, were abolished by AMPA receptor antagonists or in Ca2+-free bath solution. Transcript analysis revealed that Bergmann glia express GluA1 and GluA4 but lack the GluA2 subunit, which entails a high Ca2+-permeability and inward rectification of AMPA receptor channels [4,5]. Neuronal activity was sufficient to elicit fast elevations of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+]i in Bergmann glia [6]. This neuron-to-glia signalling was mediated by fast ectopic release of glutamate...
from climbing fibre presynapses, which are closely apposed to the glial receptors [7]. To look for the physiological impact of the Ca\(^{2+}\)-impermeable glial receptors they were made Ca\(^{2+}\)-impermeable through viral overexpression of the GluA2 subunit. As a result, the fine lamellae of Bergmann glial cells underwent profound changes: synapse ensheathment was lost, glutamate clearance of the synaptic cleft was impaired and Purkinje cells were now innervated by more than one climbing fibre [8]. Full ablation of AMPA receptors (GluA1 and GluA4) from Bergmann glial cells led to retraction of processes from the synapses, disturbed glutamate buffering and altered synaptic transmission between parallel fibres and Purkinje cells. Consequences on the behavioural level included impaired motor performance and changes in eye blink condition [9]. On the other hand, AMPA receptor activation in Bergmann glia leads to glutamate receptor interacting protein (GRIP)-induced stimulation of serine racemase and d-serine release, which regulates neuronal migration via activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors [10].

Astrocytes in layer II of the somatosensory cortex were investigated in situ and after acute isolation. In the presence of the AMPA receptor modulator cyclothiazide (CTZ) [11], application of glutamate or fibre stimulation evoked rapidly desensitizing responses that were blocked by 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfa- moyl-benzo[f]quinoxaline (NBQX), an antagonist of AMPA/kainate receptors [12]. Targeted over-expression of GluA2 under control of the human glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) promoter led to morphological changes of glial processes and reduced numbers of neurons not only in the cerebellum (cf. above) but also the neocortex [13]. AMPA and NMDA receptors in cortical astrocytes may activate the enzyme haem oxygenase-2 and produce carbon monoxide to regulate cerebral vasodilation at the glia–vascular unit [14]. AMPA receptors are also present in astrocytes of the brain stem [15,16].

In contrast to the above findings, astrocytes in the CA1 region of the hippocampus lack functional AMPA receptors. An early study reported Ca\(^{2+}\) responses upon application of AMPA receptor agonists in situ [17], but no evidence for functional receptors was found when employing freshly isolated astrocytes. Neither rapid agonist application nor co-application of agonists with CTZ evoked any responses, and hippocampal astrocytes were even devoid of transcripts encoding the receptors [18]. However, AMPA receptors are present in radial glia-like cells in the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus. These cells have astrocyte properties and represent stem cells for adult neurogenesis [19]. The receptors were exclusively located at the processes but not the glial soma. Single-cell RT-PCR confirmed expression of the GluA1 and GluA2 subunits [20].

3. Evidence for NMDA receptors in astrocytes

The application of NMDA to hippocampal and cortical astrocytes in situ evoked inward currents at negative voltages and increases in [Ca\(^{2+}\)], which suggested functional expression of these receptors [21,22]. However, the responses might have been due to indirect effects, because NMDA also activated neurons leading to fluctuations in [K\(^+\)], or release of other messenger molecules. Indeed, subsequent analyses of astrocytes freshly isolated from the hippocampus did not find evidence for NMDA receptors in hippocampal astrocytes [18], while isolated cortical astrocytes responded to application of NMDA [12]. The responses were sensitive to the NMDA receptor antagonists D-AP5 and MK-801, but displayed a very weak Mg\(^{2+}\)-sensitivity and a linear I/V relationship. Only some of the cortical astrocytes were sensitive to the GluN2B antagonist ifenprodil [12]. These unique properties indicated expression of the GluN2C and GluN2D subunits, which was in line with the high efficiency of UBP141, an antagonist of GluN2C/D subunits, and a relatively low Ca\(^{2+}\)-permeability of the glial receptors [23]. In a GluN2C knockin reporter mouse, NR2C was found in astrocytes of the neocortex and hippocampus [24]. The latter study did not find the essential NR1 subunit in hippocampal astrocytes, which is in line with the absence of functional receptors in that region (see also [25,26]).

4. Abundant expression of GABA\(_A\) receptors by astrocytes

GABA\(_A\) receptors are abundantly found in astrocytes throughout brain regions [27]. In acutely isolated hippocampal astrocytes, receptor currents were inhibited by bicuculline and picrotoxin, potentiated by pentobarbital and diazepam, while the inverse agonist methyl-6,7-dimethoxy-4-ethyl-beta-carbo-line-3-carboxylate (DMCM) mostly decreased the responses. Immunohistochemistry identified α1 and β1 subunits in these cells [28]. GABA\(_A\) receptors in Bergmann glial cells were not sensitive to diazepam but to pentobarbital, and immunocytochemistry and immunogold electron microscopy revealed expression of α2, α3, γ1 and δ [29,30]. Radial glia-like cells in the SGZ of the dentate gyrus expressed functional GABA\(_A\) receptors [19], both on soma and processes, that mainly contain α2, α4, β1, γ1 and γ3 [20]. In a subpopulation of these cells, α5, β3 and β2 were found, which might be important for regulating self-renewal in these stem cells [31]. Similarly, GABA\(_A\) receptor signalling in the subventricular zone regulates the proliferation of GFAP-positive stem cells [32].

5. Material and methods

(a) Preparation of isolated cells from brain slices

We have previously reported that the very poor space clamp control significantly impedes quantitative analyses of membrane properties in astrocytes in situ [33]. Moreover, drug application in slices may produce indirect effects at the glial membrane, which may complicate the characterization of receptor responses. To circumvent these potential flaws, we chose to use freshly isolated cells in the present study. All experiments were carried out in accordance with local, state and European regulations. Transgenic hGFAP/EGFP mice [34] of either sex (postnatal age (p) 9–13 days) were anaesthetized with isoflurane (Abbott, Wiesbaden, Germany) and decapitated. Brains were removed and transferred to an ice cooled, oxygen bubbled solution containing (in mM): 150 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 MgCl\(_2\), 1 Na-pyruvate, 10 glucose and 10 HEPES (pH 7.4). Horizontal slices (300 μm) containing the ventroposteromedial (VPM) and ventroposterolateral (VPL) nuclei of the thalamus were obtained using a vibratome (VT1200S, Leica, Nussloch, Germany). Slices were stored (1 h) in cold (10°C) standard artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2 MgCl\(_2\), 1 Na-pyruvate, 10 glucose and 10 HEPES (pH 7.4). Horizontal slices (300 μm) containing the ventroposteromedial (VPM) and ventroposterolateral (VPL) nuclei of the thalamus were obtained using a vibratome (VT1200S, Leica, Nussloch, Germany). Slices were stored (1 h) in cold (10°C) standard artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2 MgSO\(_4\), 2 CaCl\(_2\), 10 glucose, 1.25 NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\) and 26 NaHCO\(_3\) bubbled with carbogen (95% O\(_2\)/5% CO\(_2\)) and allowed to warm to room temperature (25°C). Cells were isolated using an enzymatic/mechanical approach as described [35]. In brief, papaine (24 U ml\(^{-1}\) Sigma, Taufkirchen, Germany) and d-cysteine (0.24 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) (Sigma) were added to standard ACSF, continuously bubbled with carbogen. Slices were stored
in the papain-containing solution for 8–12 min. Subsequently, slices were transferred to the recording solution consisting of (in mM): 150 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 HEPES and 10 glucose, pH 7.38. The VPM and VPL nuclei were dissected under a stereomicroscope (KL200, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and cells were isolated in the recording chamber with help of tungsten needles and Pasteur pipettes. Cells were allowed to settle for 20 min before analysis.

(b) Electrophysiological recordings

Experiments on isolated cells employed a customized concentration clamp device connected to an EPC-7 amplifier and TIDA software (Heka Lambrecht, Germany) as described elsewhere [35]. In some experiments, a high Ca2+ solution was used in which NaCl was substituted with N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG; 100 mM) and Ca2+ (50 mM). Astrocytes were visualized with an inverted microscope (Axiovert 135, Zeiss) equipped with differential interference contrast and epifluorescence. For recordings in slices, specimens were transferred to a recording chamber and continuously perfused with carbogenated ACSF-based recording solution. Visualization of cells was achieved using upright microscopes (Eclipse E600FN, Nikon and Axioskop FS, Zeiss). Pipettes were manufactured from borosilicate glass (4–6 MΩ; Science Products, Hoehheim, Germany) and filled with a solution containing (in mM): 130 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 1,2-bis-(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N,N-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA), 10 HEPES, and 3 Na2ATP, pH 7.25. Currents were sampled at 0.1–30 kHz and filtered at 3 or 10 kHz. Holding potential was −70 mV unless stated otherwise. Holding currents in normal bath solution and in the presence of the K+ channel blockers Ba2+/ni- quinea amounted to +208 ± 31 pA and −63 ± 18 pA (n = 56), respectively. Input and access resistance were continuously checked by applying 10 mV test pulses. The liquid junction potential was not corrected for. Recordings were performed at room temperature.

(c) Drug application

Drug application to isolated cells was performed in HEPES-buffered recording solution, supplemented with the K+ channel blockers quinine + BaCl2 or BaCl2 + 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) + tetraethyl ammonium chloride (TEA). Drugs were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK; CTZ, muscimol, bicineulline), Sigma (kainate) and Tocris (Bristol, UK; GYK13655, IEM 1460). 4-(2-(phenylsulfonyl)-amino)ethyl)io-2,6-difluoro-phenoxyacetamide (PEPA) was a kind gift from Dr. M. Sekiguchi (National Institute of Neuroscience, Tokyo, Japan). PEPA and CTZ were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 100 mM before dilution (final DMSO concentration was 0.1%).

(d) Recordings in situ and single-cell RT-PCR

Horizontal slices (200 μm) containing the VPM and VPL nuclei were prepared in sucrose-containing solution as reported elsewhere [35]. Subsequent to recording in situ, the cytoplasm of individual astrocytes was harvested and RT-PCR was performed (for details see the electronic supplementary material and [36]).

(e) Data analysis

The membrane conductance at −130 mV was calculated according to the equation: $G_{mem} = \frac{I_{mem}}{V_{m} - V_{rev}}$ (−130 mV − Vm), with $I_{mem}$ being the current at −130 mV and Vm the resting potential. The Ca2+-permeability of astrocytic AMPA receptors was calculated using an extended constant field equation [35,37]. The rectification index (RI) of AMPA receptor responses was calculated according to the equation

$$RI = \frac{[I_{+70mV}/(+70mV - E_{rev})]}{[I_{-70mV}/(-70mV - E_{rev})]},$$

where $I$ is the membrane current at the indicated voltage and $E_{rev}$ the reversal potential of the receptor response. Data are given as mean ± standard error of the mean. Statistical significance was assessed with Student’s t-test with an error probability of $p \leq 0.05$.

6. Results

(a) Astrocytes in the thalamus express functional AMPA receptors

Astrocytes acutely isolated from the hGFAP/EGFP mice were identified by their bright endogenous fluorescence, extended process branching and linear current–voltage (I/V) relationships upon de- and hyperpolarization of the membrane. Resting potential and input resistance of the isolated astrocytes amounted to $-71.5 ± 0.5$ mV and $23.2 ± 1.2$ MΩ (n = 81), respectively. The cells were exposed to the AMPA/kainate receptor agonist, kainate (500 μM), supplemented with CTZ (100 μM) or PEPA (100 μM), which modulate AMPA receptors containing the flip or flop splice variants, respectively [11,38]. Prior to application of agonists and modulators, the large astrocytic Kir and leak conductances were blocked by BaCl2 (100 μM) and quinine (200 μM), or BaCl2, TEA (10 mM) and 4-AP (4 mM) [33]. The blocking solutions depolarized the astrocytes by 16.3 ± 1.3 mV and increased their input resistance to 198 ± 21 MΩ (n = 81; figure 1a). At the holding potential of −70 mV, application of kainate generated inward currents of $4.9 ± 1.3$ pA PF−1 (n = 17). In the same cells, co-application of kainate with CTZ led to a potentiation of the responses to 575 ± 69% (figure 1b). Among all astrocytes tested (n = 73), a majority (59%) responded to the co-application of kainate and CTZ (henceforth termed GluA+ cells; mean amplitude $26.0 ± 4.1$ pA PF−1) (figure 1b), while the remaining cells did not respond (GluA− cells). The threshold of current changes in the presence of AMPA receptor modulators was set at 20 pA. I/V relations of the kainate/CTZ-induced receptor responses of GluA+ cells were linear (RI, 0.99 ± 0.06; n = 18) with a reversal potential close to zero (−1.45 ± 1.43 mV) (figure 1d, left). To test for the expression of flop splice variants, PEPA was co-applied with kainate, which potentiated the kainate-induced currents to 583 ± 46% (n = 4) (figure 1b). The receptor responses induced by kainate and CTZ were almost completely blocked by the AMPA receptor-specific antagonist GYKI 53655 (100 μM; inhibition by 96.3 ± 2.0%; n = 13) (figure 1c).

The Ca2+-permeability of AMPA receptors critically depends on expression of the GluA2 subunit. To investigate this issue, thalamic astrocytes were exposed to the adamantane derivative, IEM 1460 (100 μM), which preferentially blocks AMPA receptors lacking GluA2 [39]. In the presence of IEM 1460, the kainate/CTZ-induced currents were reduced by 42.3 ± 7.8% (n = 13) (not shown), suggesting expression of Ca2+-permeable receptors by thalamic astrocytes. Next, we determined the relative Ca2+-permeability of the receptors by comparing the responses to kainate/CTZ in high Na+ (150 mM) and high Ca2+ (50 mM) bath solutions. In high Ca2+ solution, kainate/CTZ application induced small inward currents in three out of six cells tested. The current density at −70 mV amounted to 3.5 ± 0.7 pA PF−1, which represented 10.9 ± 4.3% of the respective responses elicited in high Na+ solution. The I/V relation of the responses in high Ca2+ solution was outwardly rectifying (RI = 1.58 ± 0.24) and current reversal was significantly shifted towards more negative voltages (to −43 ± 2 mV) as compared...
with the responses in high Na\textsuperscript{+} solution (figure 1d, right). $P_{Ca}/P_K$ was calculated according to an extended constant field equation and amounted to 0.15. Thus, AMPA receptors of juvenile thalamic astrocytes show a low Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-permeability.

To exclude that the lack of kainate/CTZ-sensitivity in GluA\textsubscript{2} cells was due to cell damage, the same astrocyte was subsequently exposed to the GABA\textsubscript{A} receptor agonist muscimol. All GluA\textsubscript{−} cells tested ($n = 29$) produced receptor responses upon muscimol application (see §6b) (figure 2). Moreover, the responsiveness to kainate/CTZ was tested in thalamic slices. To minimize indirect effects and improve voltage-clamp control of recordings from astrocytes in situ, neuronal activity and gap junction coupling were diminished by adding CdCl\textsubscript{2} (30 μM), TTX (0.5 μM), D-AP5 (20 μM), and GYKI 53655 (100 μM).
Expression of Ba2⁺-sensitive currents in astrocytes differed in their passive membrane properties and concentrations of kainate and CTZ (sensitive currents than the GluA1 receptor) confirmed the co-existence of GluA receptors/modulators, in both astrocytes muscimol (500 μM) induced large inward currents at -70 mV that were blocked by bicuculline (100 μM). Concentrations of kainate, PEPA, CTZ and GYKI 53655 are as described in figure 1.

Astrocytes lacking AMPA receptor responses display larger Kir currents. (a1, b1) Membrane currents were activated as described in figure 1a, and the Ba2⁺-sensitive component was isolated by subtracting corresponding current families as indicated. The GluA1 cell (a1, b2) displayed smaller Ba2⁺-sensitive currents than the GluA2 cells that did not respond to kainate, kainate/PEPA and kainate/CTZ (b1, b2). Note that the reduced outward currents in the presence of kainate and CTZ (a2) most probably reflected a block of glial K⁺ currents due to Na⁺ influx through AMPA receptors [40]. Because in GluA1 cells the block of resting currents by Ba2⁺/quinine is incomplete, this effect is still operative. (a3, b3) Irrespective of the Ba2⁺-sensitivity and responsiveness to AMPA receptor agonists/modulators, in both astrocytes muscimol (500 μM) induced large inward currents at -70 mV that were blocked by bicuculline (100 μM).

Carbenoxolone (100 μM), BaCl₂ (100 μM) and quinine (200 μM). Inhibition of coupling was checked by tracer injection [41]. Under these conditions, kainate/CTZ at the above concentrations induced responses in 19 out of 24 cells (data not shown), confirming the co-existence of GluA1 and GluA-astrocytes in the thalamus.

Interestingly, isolated GluA1 and non-responsive GluA-astrocytes differed in their passive membrane properties and expression of Ba2⁺-sensitive membrane currents. The resting potentials of GluA1- and GluA- cells were significantly different (-70.3 ± 0.9 mV, n = 43 versus -72.9 ± 0.6 mV, n = 30), whereas the input resistance was the same (GluA1+ cells: 26.5 ± 2.2 MΩ, n = 43; GluA- cells: 24.4 ± 1.7 MΩ, n = 30). In GluA1- cells, application of Ba2⁺ (100 μM) decreased the membrane conductance to 35.4 ± 3.5% with the Ba2⁺-sensitive Kir current density being 187 ± 38 pA pF⁻¹ (at -130 mV; n = 26), while GluA- cells displayed a much higher Ba2⁺-sensitivity (reduction to 20.6 ± 2.2%) and Kir current density (395 ± 82 pA pF⁻¹; n = 15) (figure 2a1, b1). Accordingly, GluA- cells showed significantly larger Ba2⁺-sensitive inward currents than GluA1- cells.

Single-cell transcript analysis of AMPA receptors was performed subsequent to functional characterization of thalamic astrocytes in situ. After reverse transcription we performed a two round multiplex PCR for AMPA receptors and the astrocytic gene, S100β. For the second PCR round, subunit-specific primers were used. The subunits GluA1 to GluA4 were found in 17%, 96%, 43% and 35% of the astrocytes tested (n = 23) respectively. Another five cells did not express any of the subunits, although all cells expressed transcripts for S100β. After restriction analysis was performed to distinguish the flip and flop splice variant of the AMPA receptor subunits. Thalamic astrocytes most frequently expressed GluA2 flip (82%) and flop (79%) (n = 22). Among GluA3-expressing cells (n = 10), flop occurred in all, and flip in half of cells. GluA4 flip and flop splice variants were detected with a frequency of 75% each (n = 8). See also the electronic supplementary material.

D-Aspartate (500 μM), a substrate of glial glutamate transporters, also evoked inward currents in 12 of 14 cells tested (45 ± 8 pA; current density 4.6 ± 0.8 pA pF⁻¹; V = -70 mV). All cells responding to kainate/CTZ also showed inward currents upon application of d-aspartate (4.5 ± 0.9 pA pF⁻¹, n = 9, not shown).

(b) GABA_A receptors in thalamic astrocytes

As mentioned in §6a, in individual astrocytes the expression of GABA_A receptors was investigated after pharmacological characterization of AMPA receptors. The cells were exposed to muscimol (100 μM, n = 7); not shown or 500 μM, n = 44; figure 2a3, b3), which produced desensitizing inward currents corresponding to a Cl⁻ efflux ([Cl⁻] = 135 mM). All isolated astrocytes responded to muscimol, regardless of whether they were GluA+ (n = 22) or GluA- (n = 29) cells.

Figure 2. Astrocytes lacking AMPA receptor responses display larger Kir currents. (a1, b1) Membrane currents were activated as described in figure 1a, and the Ba²⁺- and quinine-sensitive currents were isolated by subtracting corresponding current families as indicated. The GluA1 cell (a1, b2) displayed smaller Ba²⁺-sensitive currents than the GluA2 cell that did not respond to kainate, kainate/PEPA and kainate/CTZ (b1, b2). Note that the reduced outward currents in the presence of kainate and CTZ (a2) most probably reflected a block of glial K⁺ currents due to Na⁺ influx through AMPA receptors [40]. Because in GluA1 cells the block of resting currents by Ba²⁺/quinine is incomplete, this effect is still operative. (a3, b3) Irrespective of the Ba²⁺-sensitivity and responsiveness to AMPA receptor agonists/modulators, in both astrocytes muscimol (500 μM) induced large inward currents at -70 mV that were blocked by bicuculline (100 μM). Concentrations of kainate, PEPA, CTZ and GYKI 53655 are as described in figure 1.

(a1) [Diagram showing membrane currents activated by BaCl₂ and quinine] (b1) [Diagram showing membrane currents activated by kainate, PEPA, and CTZ] (a2) [Diagram showing effects of muscimol and bicuculline] (b2) [Diagram showing effects of muscimol and bicuculline]
The receptor current density of GluA+ and GluA− cells was not different (at 500 μM muscimol: 370 ± 48 pA pF−1; n = 44). Co-application of muscimol (500 μM) with bicuculline (100 μM) reduced the responses to 9.9 ± 2.4% of the control (n = 12) (figure 2a±b, 3).

For GABA_A receptor transcript analysis, single-cell RT-PCR was performed with primers for α, β and γ subunits, and the marker S100β. α1–α5 were found in 33, 50, 0, 7, 56% (n = 18) and β1 and β2/3 in 86 and 43% (n = 7) of the cells. Among the γ subunits, γ1 (100%) and γ3 (89%) were abundantly expressed, while γ2 was almost absent (1/9 cells).

7. A subpopulation of thalamic astrocytes expresses functional AMPA receptors

Our pharmacological and molecular analyses revealed heterogeneity among thalamic astrocytes with respect to the expression of AMPA receptors. Only about 60% of the isolated cells responded to the application of kainate/CTZ. It is unlikely that the non-responsiveness of GluA− cells was due to cell damage because in all GluA− cells muscimol induced receptor responses, and co-existence of GluA+ and GluA− cells was also found in the more intact slice preparation. The existence of thalamic astrocytes lacking AMPA receptors was confirmed by showing that many S100β-positive astrocytes lack transcripts for AMPA receptors. A similar heterogeneity was reported for astrocytes in the striatum [42].

Both CTZ and PEPA potentiated the receptor responses in thalamic astrocytes, indicating expression of flip and flop splice variants. GluA+ cells displayed a low P_Ca/P_K-ratio, which was in line with the abundant expression of the GluA2 subunit. Nevertheless, the observation that IEM 1460 decreased the kainate/CTZ-induced responses hinted at the expression of a mosaic of Ca2+-permeable and Ca2+-impermeable receptors. Our findings are at odds with an earlier study that found only GluA1 immunoreactivity in thalamic astrocytes [43].

AMPA receptors in thalamic astrocytes are involved in neuron–glia signalling. Astrocytes in the ventrobasal (VB) thalamus respond to the stimulation of sensory or corticothalamic afferents with Ca2+ elevations, which may induce glutamate release to generate slow inward currents in VB neurons [44]. The astrocytic Ca2+ responses were largely mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptor type 5, but ionotropic receptors were also involved [45]. Thalamic astrocytes have been shown to release glutamate which triggers slow NMDA currents in neighbouring neurons [46], but whether this release occurs through Ca2+-dependent exocytosis [47] still remains to be demonstrated. On the other hand, the influx of Na⁺ through AMPA receptors and its spread through gap junctions to neighbouring astrocytes might enhance the activity of Na⁺/K⁺ ATPase, stimulate glycolysis and increase [Ca2+]i by activation of Na⁺/Ca2⁺ exchangers [48–50].

8. Functional impact of GABA_A receptor expression in astrocytes

In contrast to the heterogeneous expression of AMPA receptors, all astrocytes in the thalamus displayed responses to the GABA_A receptor agonist muscimol. Due to the relatively high [Cl−], receptor activation generates Cl− efflux, depolarization and increases in [Ca2+]i, in astrocytes [51]. Alternatively, it has been proposed that bicarbonate efflux through astrocyte GABA_A receptors, intracellular acidification and block of two-pore-domain K+ channels is responsible for the depolarization [52]. Interneurons induce GABA_A receptor responses in astrocytes that are maintained by spread of intracellular Cl− through gap junctions, and thus the glial network regulates [Cl−], and GABAergic synaptic transmission [53,54]. We consistently found a high density of GABA_A receptor currents in thalamic astrocytes. The finding that they lack γ2, the subunit that is crucial for synaptic receptors in neurons and NG2 cells [36,55], is in line with a detection of synaptic GABA spillover by the astrocytic receptors. Whether astrocytes in the VB thalamus sense GABA released from the inhibitory input of the reticularis nucleus, and whether astrocytes thereby modulate the generation of oscillatory activity remain to be investigated.

9. Conclusion

Our finding that only a subpopulation of astrocytes in the thalamus expresses AMPA receptors adds to the emerging concept of functional heterogeneity between astrocytes within and across brain regions. Still, research in the neuron–glia field largely ignores this variability in astrocyte properties. Considering the co-existence of distinct astroglial sub-populations not only may give a cue for resolving current controversies arising from opposing findings in different laboratories, it is also indispensable for a faithful definition of the contribution of astrocytes to signalling modes in the healthy and diseased brain.
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